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Parent-Solo.fr is a collaborative and community news and services website dedicated to single-
parent families and more widely to all people searching answers to a situation of familial break-
up : only parents, separated parents with or without the custody of their children, grand-parents,
new spouses, children.

Parent Solo.fr : Answers to actual needs A site that one-parent families were waiting for.
Parent-Solo.fr created an exchange's place open to a plurality of actors, in the respect of the
human valors that drive us. Our ambition is to constantly innovate by favoring the visitor's
creativity but also by developping partnerships that respond to our members needs. A need-
based approach: Law and finances (maintenance allowances, new legislation, parental
authority, inheritances…) Children and upbringing (joint custody, school difficulties…) Social life
(recreating a relational network, meeting people living the same situation…) Health and
Psychology (separation, the children of your new partner, spare time…) Holidays and leasures
(going on vacation alone with a child, going out…) Employment and housing (settling in at low
cost, finding a new housing…) Kind of information you can find at Parent-Solo.fr : Parent-
Solo.fr structured the different types of news searched for, by using simple tools that have
proven their efficiency on the web A discussion board Thematic records Notes about current
news A library An events calendar An Associations directory Small ads A juridical column And
many more ... Holidays, children custody, housing, transports, relationships… It's during day-to-
day life that single-parent families preoccupations are specific and don't find appropriate
responses. Today, we do know them: theirs waitings, their needs, their means, their profile. New
Design made by Instant-Zéro Parent Solo.fr : Answers to actual needs A site that one-parent
families were waiting for. Parent-Solo.fr created an exchange's place open to a plurality of
actors, in the respect of the human valors that drive us. Our ambition is to constantly innovate
by favoring the visitor's creativity but also by developping partnerships that respond to our
members needs. A need-based approach: Law and finances (maintenance allowances, new
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and don't find appropriate responses. Today, we do know them: theirs waitings, their needs,
their means, their profile. New Design made by Instant-Zéro 
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